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n a world of fierce competition, digital projects have
CFDPNFBOPNOJQSFTFOUDIBMMFOHF8IJMFPGBMM
businesses will be digital businesses or preparing to
become one by 2020, software will disrupt virtually all
traditional industries. In the face of a global economy that
is in a state of flux, instability has become the new norm.
5IFDIBOHFUIBUDPNFTBMPOHXJUIUIJTJTOPUPOMZOPO
linear, it has become exponential (Pemberton Levy 2016;
-PQF[#SZOKPMGTTPOBOE.D"GFF 
5IFOFFEUPDPQFXJUIUIFTFDIBMMFOHFTIBTNBEF
managing organisations more complex than ever before.
$PNQBOJFTDBOOPMPOHFSSFMZPOUSBEJUJPOBMXBZTPGEPJOH
business. In order to stay competitive, they must use
digital technology to improve not only the reach, but also
the performance of organisations.

Digitisation in Healthcare
Digital disruption does not stop at the doors of the health
DBSFTFDUPS5IFBCVOEBODFPGNFEJDBMBOEIFBMUISFMBUFE
information on the internet has already led to a rise in
patient engagement. Mobile digital applications allow to
look for biomarkers indicating patients´ state of health
BOEUIFNPOJUPSJOHPGWJUBMTUBUJTUJDT0UIFSBQQTXJMMCF
in place to remind patients to take their medication regu
MBSMZ5IFTFEFWFMPQNFOUTQBWFUIFXBZGPSIFBMUIDBSF
companies to shift away from just curing illnesses to
keeping people healthy.
In parallel, artificial intelligence applications are on the
SJTF5IFTFOFXTPGUXBSFQSPHSBNNFTXJMMNBLFJUFBTJFS
for healthcare providers to effectively analyse patient
EBUB5IFZXJMMCFBCMFUPQSFEJDUUIFOFDFTTJUZPGTVSHFSZ 
monitor and guide surgery and ultimately apply insights
from big data to individual patients.
Another trend that can be spotted is that the contact
between doctor and patient will be increasingly filtered by
digital communication and relevant software solutions.
Parallel to that it will be necessary to keep up with the
growing amount of data that is produced by storing ever
more information on individual patients´ developments. An
ageing population and the growth of chronic diseases will
further spur the development of this field of telemedicine.

Digital: No Longer an IT Buzzword
All these developments not only reflect a changing rela
tionship with patients, they also result in substantial
188
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changes within healthcare organisations. Against this
background, healthcare executives at all levels must come
UPUFSNTXJUIPOFGBDUUIFEJTSVQUJPODBVTFECZBOFWFS
shifting technology landscape will not stop at their indus
USJFTzEPPSTUFQT5IFUFSNhEJHJUBMtJTUIFSFGPSFOPMPOHFS
POMZBO*5CV[[XPSEGPSIFBMUIDBSFQSPGFTTJPOBMT
5PEBZ NPSFQSPDFTTFTUIBOFWFSBSFEFGJOFECZUFDI
OPMPHZ5PESJWFBOEEFWFMPQEJHJUBMJOJUJBUJWFTJOQBUJFOU
DBSF EJBHOPTUJDTBOEDPNNVOJDBUJPO BQQSPQSJBUF*5
TZTUFNTBSFQVUJOUPQMBDF#BTFEPOUIFWBTUBNPVOU
of resulting records, big data and data analytics help to
enhance patient service and patient experience.

."/:130'&44*0/"-4"3&
)"6/5&%#:5)&4&/4"5*0/
0'#&*/("1611:%0(0/
-&"4)&4#&-0/(*/(50."/:
%*''&3&/508/&34
5IFPWFSBMMBEWBOUBHFTPGUIFJOUFSOFUBOEJUTUFDI
nical opportunities are undisputed: through search
engines we have all gained easy and rapid access to
IFBMUIDBSFJOGPSNBUJPO&NBJM UFYUNFTTBHJOHBOEWPJDF
over IP has made communication faster and more afford
able than ever before. And most healthcare professionals
will find clear advantages in being able to communicate
with patients and take part in consultations without the
need to travel and be present in person.
#VUXIJMFIFBMUIDBSFPSHBOJTBUJPOTRVBOUJUBUJWFMZ
profit from new processes and efficiency, they often
turn a blind eye to the human aspect of moving faster
BOEXJUIFWFSNPSFBVUPNBUJPO/FXEJHJUBMQSBDUJDFT
trigger new priorities and sentiments in the world of
work. More generally, they inflict profound changes in
the human experience.

The Human Experience
Healthcare professionals spend much of their days
administering and filling in electronic forms for the
sake of measuring, evaluating and comparing the effi
DJFODZPGUIFJSXPSLIPVST5IFSFTUPGUIFUJNFUIFZGFFM
bombarded with emails and text messages by bosses,
colleagues and reports, even on weekends. In having
UPBEBQUUPFWFSOFXBOESJHJE*5ESJWFOQSPDFTTFT 
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countless employees as well as executives are left feeling
estranged. Many professionals are haunted by the sensa
tion of being a puppy dog on leashes belonging to many
EJGGFSFOUPXOFST5IFZGFFMUPSOCFUXFFOUIFSFTQPOTJ
bilities they have towards patients and the excessive
demands of digital administration. Automation takes a
toll on them, leaving them with a feeling of being over
stretched and overwhelmed.
'VODUJPOJOHJOBHPPEXBZJOEJHJUBMMZEFGJOFE
surroundings has become a challenge. In order to stay
on top of these developments, both healthcare leaders
and professionals not only have to become technology
savvy, but also need to be creative and resilient enough
to cope with the new complexities at hand.
'PSIFBMUIDBSFPSHBOJTBUJPOTUPUISJWFJOUIFOFX
digital landscape, it is therefore important to further
PQUJNJTFUFDIOPMPHJDBMQSPDFTTFT5PGPSUJGZUIFJSTIJQT
for stormy seas, they need to bring out the best in their
people; in other words, they need to bring back the
human dimension into their organisations.

Structural Adjustments
5PCFBCMFUPMFBE JOOPWBUFFGGFDUJWFMZBOEJNQSPWF
organisational performance, leaders must remain confi
dent and resilient amid chaos. In order to do so, they
should take into account the following aspects:
Recognise the risk of disruption and the opportunity of digital
Leaders must recognise the necessity of entering
uncharted territories. Reinventing structures and
processes may be key to survival. Planned disruption
may mean disrupting the organisation from within before
the market will do so. Rethinking and possibly reinventing
MPOHFTUBCMJTIFEQSPDFTTFT NBZCFEPOFCZFYQMPSJOH
OFXSFWFOVFTUSFBNTBOEQSPDFTTFT5IFHPBMPGUIJT
will always be to create value for all stakeholders involved
BOEUPCPPTUDPNQFUJUJWFOFTT5IJTBXBSFOFTTNVTUCF
shared by boards and executives alike. At the same time,
they need to acknowledge that taking advantage of the
opportunities that digital creates, takes not only vision,
but also the stamina to do so.
Embrace and cope with complexity
8IJMFUIFVTFPGEJHJUBMNBZCFHSFBUGPSFOIBODJOH
productivity, customer service and revenue, a holistic
view of the possibilities of digital transformation will
offer perspective from a wider lens. In order to effec
tively face complexity, it is important to challenge long
held assumptions and ideas about risk and uncertainty.
8IJMFMFBEFSTTIPVMESFTQFDUBOETUBZBXBSFPGUIFJSDPSF
principles, they must realise that processes that have
worked in the past may not do so in the future. In other
XPSET MFBEFSTOFFEUPTUBZBHJMF5IFZOFFEUPUIJOL

GMFYJCMZ MFBSOGBTUBOEUBLFSJTLT5IFZNVTUTIBSFOFX
ideas before they are perfectly formulated, then discuss,
reflect and execute swiftly.
Prioritise: Define where change is needed most
In order to be a successful health leader in the digital
MBOETDBQF CFJOHUFDIOPMPHZTBWWZJTOPUFOPVHI0GUFO
the problem of digital initiatives is that they are uncoor
dinated and ad hoc. A good initiative may fail because
it does not get the necessary attention and funding.
In order to add steam to such projects, it is necessary
for the leader to decide where change is needed most.
She/he must set priorities, link the different projects and
HJWFUIFNEJSFDUJPO5IJTOFFETUPCFDPNNVOJDBUFE
and put into practice throughout the entire organisa
UJPO #BDVMBSE 
Empower
Against the background of rigid automation, leaders need
to keep employees engaged. In order to do so, they have
to be able to create meaning. At the same time, they
have to inspire and empower their people to accept and
make the most of new developments. It should be under
stood that technology does not function purely because
of the work that people put in to make that happen, but
SBUIFSBTBTPMJEUPPMUPNBLFMJWFTFBTJFS8JUIUIJTJO
mind, a proper understanding of digital must be distrib
uted across the organisation.
In parallel, management has to accept that tradi
tional hierarchical distribution of information will often
prove unsustainable. Successful transformative projects
CSFFECFUUFSJODPOOFDUFEPSHBOJTBUJPOT5IFZBSFUIF
result of perfect orchestration of all members of the
project. Successful change profits from contributions by
everyone involved. In order to give each team member
the opportunity to contribute, they need access to the
right data. If this access is granted effectively, digitali
sation will gain the support of more members from the
organisation. It will facilitate a greater level of coopera
tion across the whole organisation and drive sustained
teamwork as an integral part of organisational culture.
Retain Self-Efficacy
In order to function successfully, leaders as well as
employees need to retain the belief that they are capable
of organising and executing the processes needed to
BUUBJOUIFSFRVJSFEMFWFMTPGQFSGPSNBODF #BOEVSB 
It is therefore essential that digital technologies are used
and perceived as the right help to master a challenge
rather than a threat to be avoided. If new technologies
fail to guarantee this, their use will result in individuals´
MPXFSFETFMGFGGJDBDZ5IFZXJMMMJLFMZBCBOEPOHPBMTJG
UIFZQSPWFUPPEJGGJDVMUUPBDIJFWF$PSSFTQPOEJOHMZ UIFZ
will be reluctant to take responsibility for difficult tasks
7PMVNFq*TTVFq
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#BOEVSB . In other words, badly implemented digital
processes may produce leaders who are no longer able to
SFBDIUIFEFTJSFEQFSGPSNBODFHPBMT#ZUIVTQSFTFOUJOH
new technologies as facilitators rather than threats, digital
transformation will not be seen as a catastrophe, but
rather a wealth of opportunity.

5BJMPSNBEFMFBEFSTIJQDPBDIJOHTFTTJPOTTVDDFTT
fully support executives in going through the shift in how
business is conducted and organisations are managed.
5IFHPBMJTUPBEPQUMFBEFSTIJQCFIBWJPVSUIBUGPTUFST
the ability to motivate and collaborate. Experienced lead
ership coaches provide guidance for managers to know
UIFNTFMWFTBOEUIFJSNPUJWFTCFUUFS#BTFEPOUIJTSFBMJ
Improving Digital Leadership Skills on an Indi- sation they learn to cope with stressful experiences more
vidual Level
successfully. As a result, they learn to give their best to
5ZQJDBMMZ EJHJUBMMZESJWFOQSPKFDUTNJSSPSQVSFMZSBUJPOBM others and create meaning among employees, even in
DIBJOTPGUIPVHIUT5IFZBSFEFTJHOFEUPFOBCMFQSPDFTTFT EFNBOEJOHUJNFT5IFZXJMMNBOBHFUIFJSPSHBOJTBUJPOT
UIBUBSFUIFSFTVMUPGFGGJDJFODZESJWFOJEFBTBOESBUJPO more dynamically and distribute a spirit of motivation
alisations. However, people who are expected to make throughout their organisations.
use of the digital solutions once they are implemented,
hardly ever function in accordance with the idea of the Conclusion
SBUJPOBMNBO ,BIOFNBOO OPSBSFUIFZDBSWFEGSPN 0SHBOJTBUJPOTUIBUUBLFJOUPBDDPVOUUIFTFBTQFDUTPG
UIFEJHJUTBOE4UJMM CVTJOFTTSFRVJSFNFOUTIBWFUPCF digital leadership will not only succeed in leveraging and
met and employees are expected to perform accordingly. advancing new opportunities in healthcare, but their
Leaders should be mindful of this gap and realise that leaders will thrive on change and become experts in
in the digital age, a purely functional management style unlocking human potential. As a result, they will make
will often fail to produce the desired results. In order to the most of their digital projects and keep customers,
get the best out of people, executives need leadership employees and shareholders happy and engaged. Empow
skills that enable them to rise above a merely functional ered leaders will proactively adapt to new challenges, even
perspective.
in the face of uncertainty.

Leadership Coaching to Successfully Master
Digital Disruption
:FBSTPGFYQFSJFODFJOMFBEFSTIJQDPBDIJOHTIPXUIBU
leaders are typically well aware of their roles and the
SFTQPOTJCJMJUJFTUIBUDPNFXJUIUIFN/FWFSUIFMFTT NBOZ
executives are plagued by insecurities and a sense of
BOYJFUZ5IFZSVNJOBUFPWFSXIFUIFSUIFZBSFHPPEFOPVHI
to face the challenges the digital world imposes on them.
Under this stress, their behaviour becomes dysfunctional.
Moreover, they are often not clear about the effects of
their behaviour on peers and subordinates. In order to
prevent this from happening, leaders can be accompa
nied by dedicated leadership coaching and management
development programmes. Studies show that companies
that make use of executive coaching, will perform better
UIBOUIFJSDPNQFUJUJPO ,FUTEF7SJFT 

,&:10*/54
q

New digital practices in healthcare inflict profound
changes in the human experience

q

The human dimension of large technology driven
organisations is neglected and needs to be
addressed

q

The important role leadership coaching can play
when executives need to master the challenges that
digital disruption imposes on them

q

Healthcare leaders need to stay agile, and share
new ideas before they are perfectly formulated, then
discuss, reflect and execute swiftly

q

Presenting new technologies as facilitators rather
than threats, digital transformation will not be seen
as a catastrophe, but rather a wealth of opportunity
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